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Idioms and phrases for ssc chsl pdf

Instructions: In the following questions, four alternatives to idiom/expression are given and are italicized in bold italic letters in the sentence. Select the alternative that best expresses the meaning of the idiom/expression in response. - Idioms are terms that demonstrate human behavior, reactions to certain things, social
traits, customs, and traditions. Candidates who are aspiring to any SSC or IBPS Entrance Exams should have an ample knowledge of idioms and phrases to obtain high scores in SSC English or IBPS English sections. Well, learning idioms and phrases in competitive exams is not a difficult task. Every student with
enough English can easily understand their meaning. Idioms are basically designed based on the human experience of commonly occurring situations. So, it's pretty easy to learn and understand them. Below is a complete list of idioms and phrases to help you prepare for 2018 government work and competitive exams
such as - Be it SSC or IBPS, learn your English with Sure shot Success Mantras suggested by Eduncle Experts! Sign up for free to get perfect guidance! Top Idioms &amp; Phrases for Competitive Exams [Complete List] Click PDF-S. No download. Idioms &amp; Expressions Meaning 1. Rank and file ordinary people 2.
Seizures and begins in short periods, not regularly 3. A little bit. Out of wood Free from difficulties and dangers 5. Under his thumb, under his direction, 6. One's mind ends up in a state where one does not know what to do 7. Between the devil and the deep sea, two dangers 8. Burn the midnight oil Work or study hard 9.
Call it a spare in spares Speak honestly and directly at 10. Come down with flying colors Be very successful 11. Hopefully against hope without hope 12. Hit the nail in the head or say exactly what's 13. An axe with a personal interest in Case 14. To get rid of 15. The daggers drawn bitterly hostile 16. Playing duck and
drake to behave foolishly or inconsistently on 17. That bull by the horns to tackle the problem in a bold and direct way 18. Rain cats and dogs Rain heavily 19. To move the sky and the earth, to make the greatest effort of the 20th. In vain, without result 21. Bark up the wrong tree accuse or denounce the wrong person 22.
Keep one away from 23. Make a clean breast that I admit - especially if a person has done a bad thing at 24. You have a card in your finger, you have a secret plan in reserve 25. Like a cat on a hot brick Very nervous 26. Cat and dog life life full of quarrels 27. and bull story fictional story that man does not believe 28.
Cry for the Moon Ask for the Impossible 29. The pros and cons of the various aspects of the issue are detailed in 30. Be in a tight corner with a very position 31. Cross one of his T's, and point, be accurate, be careful, and that's an accurate 32. At arm's-stretch to keep 33 away. There's no way out of Impossible 34. Out of
the way strange 35. You're showing a clean couple of healings. el 36. Keep your fingers crossed The anxiety you're hoping nothing will upset your plans for '37. At the moment of time, at the last minute, 38. Sitting on the fence Hesitates two decisions 39. Spread as wild fire spread quickly to 40. The gift of gab talent is
the 41st birthday of the speech. Hook or cheater, decent encyclical or .42. Feather has his own nest money unfairly 43. Throw out the gearbox Interfere with the work 44. Take your heels, run 45. Tooth and nail with a force of 46. Die the Harness Die in The Line of Duty 47. Let's take a letter out of a man's book, imitate a
.48. Do not leave a stone unreversed Use all available devices 49. A straw man, a man who can't reach 50. Read between the lines Understand the hidden report 51. In cold blood, deliberately and emotionlessly 52. Spike in the body Constant source of annoyance 53. A rat smells suspicious of some ugly 54. Harp lives
on the same string on the same subject 55. Teske the hatchet Is the end of the fight and making peace 56. Leave one in the desert that is let down, which is difficult; leave one in a helpless state 57. Like a fish from the water in a strange situation 58. You call 59 under his direction. To match both ends, to live within our
60s income. In hot water In Trouble 61. In the bud, destroy the 62. Stick to the gun, stay true to the case 63. Eat humble pie, humbly apologize, and, in humiliating circumstances, yield to 64. In high spirits Very happy 65. Put the car in front of the horse, do it or do things in the wrong order 66. All names to abuse 67. The



tenterhooks state of tension and anxiety 68. Wash your man's dirty canvas Forum unpleasant in public and private matters before strangers 69. To keep the cat up, to face the risk of 70. A hard nut to crack is a difficult problem 71. Let the cat out of the bag and reveal a secret 72. A big gun, an important person 73. Kill
two fly with one stone to get two results with one effort 74. Let's take one for rebuke task 75. Win land to become popular 76. To blow away theirs, to praise our own trumpet performance 77. A bosom friend, a very close friend 78. A brown study from Dreaming 79. Turn your deaf ear into ignoring/ignoring what you say at
80. A close shave narrow escape 81. Turn a new tab change to the right 82. Decide 83. In the long run, finally; Finally, article 84(1) is replaced by the following: Make 85 public. Pay for the old scores, get revenge on '86. Hard and fast rules Strict rules 87. At the 11th hour, he was 88 at the last minute. A nearby shave
Narrow escape 89. To cut off a sad figure to do a bad '90s show. A tall hand is depressingly 91. Burnt one finger Gets in trouble for meddling in other people's affairs 92. Laugh off your head, laugh from the heart Chew the cud Ponder something 94. Play second fiddle Buy an irrelevant episode 95. On board honest and
open 96. Through thick and thin All conditions 97. Put a concret in the wheel to upset the plans for the '98. Six and seven, disorderly/disorganized, chaotic 99. 99. home Comfortable 100. Alpha and omega A 101 start and end. At Sea Confused and Lost 102. A bosom friend, a very close friend 103. You're calling 104.
Leaps and bounds fast 105. To burn their ships, go back to decision 106. To beat the bush talk irrelevantly 107. Burning candles at both ends to waste 108. Take one of the task reproach 109. The bone of the argument is the source of the 110 fight. Let's add fuel to the fire to aggravate situation 111. Acid test Critical test
112. In Chigatempa, very slowly 113. A twist of blue, some unexpected 114. Build castles in the air to make imaginary systems 115. Once in the blue moon, something that rarely happens on the 116th day. Beating around the bush Avoiding the main theme 117. Cry over spilled milk complains of loss or failure in the last
118. Chip on your shoulder when someone's nervous about something that happened a while ago at 119. Child's play Something that is easy to understand or not 120. Golden handshake A large sum of money a person receives when they leave the company or retire at 121. Pour out the beans to reveal a secret 122.
Blessing in disguise Something good and useful that initially does not seem to be so 123. Average business serious or dedicated 124. Come hell or high water with possible obstacles on your way to 125. Apple is the man's eye that cherished 126. Bite off more than you can chew Unable to perform a task due to lack of
ability 127. The best of both worlds is the benefits of widely different situations, enjoyed at the same time 128. Feeling a bit of weather feeling slightly sick at 129. Icing on the cake Something that will be good for the big 130. Cost one arm and one foot is very expensive 131. Go to the bandwagon to join a popular activity
or trend 132. The ball is on your court, when it's up to you to make the next decision, or the 133rd ball. Make the doldrums to be in a bad mood at 134. To sit on the fence, to stay neutral 135. Break the ice to initiate a social conversation or interaction 136. Listen to it on the grapes to hear rumors about something or
someone 137. You can't judge a book by its cover, you can't judge something, especially based on the appearance of 138. It takes two tango promotions or communication to be more than one person 139. Let the cat out of the bag to reveal the secret carelessly or accidentally 140. Black and blue Full of bruises 141. Let
the cloud nine Be very happy 142. Last straw The last problem is a series of problems 143. Bird's-eye view of a very high place that allows you to see a very large area 144. A lacmus test is a method that will help you know if something is correct 145. The drop of the hat is willing to do something immediately 146. He's
afraid of his own shadow to scare him easily in 147. A house of cards, wrong plan 148. Fool's Paradise False sense of happiness Get a raw deal that doesn't need to be handled as well as other people's 150. Give me a cold shoulder to ignore 151. Hand to Mouth Live only basic needs 152. Make a face face show
antidote or disappointment through facial expressions 153. It's Greek to me, which is not understandable, 154. Pour oil into the murky waters to make peace in 155. Do not put all the eggs in a basket Do not put all the resources in one basket (in one place or something) 156. In a nutshell, say a few words or make some
solid 157. Back to back off a promise or contract from 158. It explodes to blow up 159. Back up propped up to support and maintain the 160. Back to relevant 161. Break Down error is something 162. Break down 163rd to end or stop. Break up to disperse/dissolve 164. 165 rear upwards. Call Case to provoke 166. Shout
out to 167. Call to order 168. Continue to continue with 169. Throw it away to throw away 170. Catch up with 171. Come down to bypass 172. Cry Down, that's not enough for 173. Catch up with 174. Shout to complain loudly against 175. Cutout designed for 176. Drop the visit accidentally falls to 177. 178. Back to
Recede; Retreat 179. Fall from a higher position to a lower 180. Falls to withdraw; Handing over 181. Falls below that falling to 182. Prosper to thrive; To progress; For sequel 183. Go to To Live Pleasantly Together; To progress in 184. Getting in to participate in 185. Yield to surrender; He's giving me 186. Give it to me
so you don't make 187. Go after follow; To chase 188. Go down to accept 189. Go Without Leave Without 190. Go follow 191. Hang out from To Loiter next to a place in 192. Hold on to depend on 193. They persevere to persevere; Refuse to yield; To continue; The 194 offer. Observe 195. Keep 196 away. Keep up with
the 197th EDD. Knock out to win by hitting another 198. It takes two men to tango, both people who are in a bad situation are responsible for it 199. Last straw The last problem is a series of problems 200. Keep something away from 201. Kill two of your own with one stone to solve two problems at once with a single
action 202. Let sleeping dogs lie Leave something alone if it might cause trouble 203. Open the locks Release something that was previously under control 204. It happens out of nowhere unexpectedly 205. Who's Limb Doing Something Risky 206. Over the Top Totally excessive and not suitable for the occasion 207.
Pen is more powerful than the sword Words and communication has a greater impact than the war of 208. Press one's luck trying to gain more than what one 209. Reare harvest advantage or suffer directly as a result of past measures 210. Roll up the fingers to prepare for 211. Face to face to agree with 212. Shot in the
dark The total think 213. Sink your teeth into doing something with a lot of energy and enthusiasm for 214. Take a grain/pinch of salt to doubt the incalence of information 215. On thin ice, don't, or say something risky 216. Tight space 217 of the difficult situation. Then hit it until the iron is hot to act on the right. Act. 218.
Take the plunge venture into something of one's interest despite the risks 219. Take a nasal dive Quick drop or decrease the value to 220. Think of the world to admire someone very 221. Stand in a good place to be useful or to serve someone 222. Take a back seat Select to be less important in the role 223. Wave a
dead chicken, make some useless 224. Whale of a time Enjoy a lot of 225. Wrap your mind around it, focus on something to understand 226. Zero on something, focus all your attention on one thing 227. First and foremost, mainly 228. Due due to 229. By no means is reason 230. Fidus Achates is a loyal friend or
devoted follower of 231. Achilles' heel is weak spot 232. An Adonis A very handsome man 233. To breathe, to affect the superiority of 234. Stand aloof so we can keep ourselves and not mix with others at 235. To lead you down the aisle to marry 236. Ananias The Liar 237. An Apollo A man with a perfect physique 238.
To upset the Apple Cart to disrupt the peace 239. Apple pie order in perfect order 240. Arcadian Life A happy, happy, rural and simple life 241. Buy weapons to fight, or go to War 242. Grind it to some selfish goal in terms of 243. To break the back of anything to perform the hardest part 244. To bite a man back to talk
disguise about someone 245. He doesn't have a spine. To cause bad blood, to cause hostility, 247. Bag and luggage With all your belongings, 248. To get the ball rolling so things go at 249. Barmecide Feast of Imaginary Benefits 250. Bee-line The shortest distance between two places is 251. Behind the man is
knowledge 252 behind him. Behind the scenes in Private 253. It's a low blow to act unfairly in a 254. To bite the dust to defeat him in Battle 255. A wet blanket For a person who discourages enjoyment or enthusiasm 256. In cold blood, it was deliberately 257. The Blue Stockings The educated/educated or intellectual
woman is 258. At first glance, it's 259. The Bolt of Blue Something is completely unexpected that surprises 260. Man bread and butter are a means of living 261. The last to die 262. To make bricks without straw, to try to do something without proper materials 263. To kick the bucket to die for 264. Good wine does not
need bush There is no need to advertise something good 265. To burn the candle at both ends, to spend energy in two directions at once 266. If the hat fits, wear it If you think the comments refer to you, then accept the criticism 267. Care killed the cat Do not worry and worry to death 268. Catch a man's eye to attract
attention 269. To take the chair today, to preside over a 270 seat. He's not chicken He's older than he says 271. Choose 272 for careful selection. To square the circle, to something impossible 273. Each cloud has a silver lining Unfavorable conditions that do not last forever 274. Tight fist average 275. Cut the cloth from
the Live within your income 276. The and bull story is a stupidly incredible story 277. To get sure to be absolutely sure or certain 278. Pouring cold water on anything to dissuave efforts in 279. Off color Not in the usual form 280. To commit to memory, to learn from the heart 281. Too many chefs spoil soup, where there
are more workers than are needed for 282. Crocodile Tears Hypocritical Tears 283. With a hook or a cheater, fair or mean 284. Cut and dry readymade 285. Up-to-date latest 286. Evil days The 287th day of the time of misfortune. Halcyon Days At a time when there is peace and happiness in the country 288. To step
into the dead man's shoes, to make 289 a legacy. Go to the devil, be 290. Devil's Bones Dice 291. Devil's Playthings Game Cards 292. Give a dog a bad name and hang him if someone loses his reputation 293. Every dog has its day Sooner or later, everyone has their share of good luck 294. Throw it in your eyes to try
to trick someone or mislead someone into 295. A white elephant, a useless property that's extremely expensive to keep in 296. To burn down the Métree to make it something sensational or remarkable 297. A burnt child terrified of fire, who had previously had an unpleasant experience, is always afraid of situations
where such experiences are likely to repeat to 298. A fish from the water Anyone in an embarrassing 299. Vile fraud 300. To jump out of a frying pan into a fire, to get out of trouble and get into a worse 301. All that glitters is not gold Things are not always as attractive as it seems 302. To die in harness to continue the
occupation until the death of 303. Make hay while the sun shines Take advantage of all options 304. Lock, warehouse and barrel The whole 305. A young lady is as good as a mile, she doesn't come anywhere near it. If someone narrowly misses a goal, they are still treated as a missed or error. 306. Move heaven and
earth to practice all efforts in 307. A swallow doesn't make the summer unreliable to one of the conclusions of just a single test or event at 308. If the wishes were horses, the beggars would ride, if the longers could make things happen, even the poorest people would have everything they wanted in 309. The nine-day
miracle is an event that is linked to a feeling for a while, but soon forgotten 310. Yellow Press Newspapers, which publish sensational and unscrupulous stories and exaggerate the news to attract readers. 311. The ball park number Is 312. To balance the books to make sure that the amount spent is no more than the
amount of money received. 313. Cash cow A product or service that earns a lot of money for a company of 314. Devil's Advocate to Come Forward counter-pron to 315. Don't give up your day job, you're not very good. You couldn't do it professionally. 316. Cook the books to modify the financial statements 317. To get
fired from job 318. That it's snowing under 319. In order to be To the boneOr sweat blood to work very hard 320. Listen to the grapes to hear the rumors of 321. In the heat of the moment, it floods what's happening at moment 322. Not a spark of decency No Manners 323. Speaking of the devil! This term is used when the
person you just spoke of arrives at 324. It's all 9 yards each. The whole 325th. You think as good as mine To have no idea about anything Click on DOWNLOAD PDF I hope you liked the post above! If you would like to ask your questions or doubts about us, please contact us in the comment section below. Please leave
your questions or messages and allow us to answer you in a short time. To get more of these interesting study stuff updated directly to your inbox – Subscribe to us! You can join us on Facebook and YouTube for the latest updates regarding Top 10 government entrance exams. Thanks Thanks
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